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Forms Plus
for CATSWeb

Introduction
Forms Plus allows you to configure CATSWeb forms and fields by adding the following
enhancements to CATSWeb:
￭

￭

￭

￭

￭

￭

Resize Text Box
Increase or decrease the size of a text entry box. Increasing can allow users to see
all of the text entered during Add or Edit mode. Decreasing can reduce the space
consumed on the form and can also optionally limit the amount of data users can
enter, allowing creation of a “virtual” field of any size. For example, a 30 character
text field could be limited to 5 characters of entry, thereby creating a ”virtual” 5
character text field.
Enhanced Lists
Allow users to select from a list of meaningful descriptions vs. shorter codes that
are actually being stored with the record (product code and description, etc.)
Add Forms Buttons
Display CATSWeb List Items as a series of radio buttons (single-select) or checkboxes
(multi-select). May also be configured to show an Enhanced List of choices in the
radio buttons or checkboxes, if desired

“...we felt that CATSWeb’s
ease of configurability
allowed us to continue to
adapt our processes and
solutions to Genzyme’s
increasing product
portfolio, facilities and
international markets. ”
Todd Snell
Director of Global Compliance
Genzyme Corporation

Add Popup Calendar
Display a JavaScript date picker on individual or all date fields on CATSWeb forms
Maintain Scroll Position
Redisplays the form in same position after the user clicks or triggers Reload vs.
returning the form to the top position
Add “In Progress” Popup
Display a custom “please wait” message to the user when Submit or Reload triggers
several Event Hooks that cause a delay

Supported CATSWeb Version

16F (min) required with Form Load Event Hooks installed.
CATSWeb 16K+ allows configuration via a set of new fields added to the Edit Field Definition
form. Configuration on earlier supported versions is done by entering codes in the Field
Description (such as [*POP*] for a popup calendar).
Application and installation manual delivered electronically and can be self-installed.
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CATSWeb User Requirements

Web browser must be able to process and execute JavaScript for the following features:
￭
Add Popup Calendar
￭
Maintain Scroll Position
￭
Add In Progress Popup
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